JOUST

L: 20’  x  W: 18’  x  H: 5’

- HP Blower
- Joust, 2 Pedestals, 2 Joust Sticks
- Tub with Helmets
- (4) Stakes
  (call “Miss Dig” 811 before pounding stakes.)
- Stakes should be buried 75% deep and at no more than a 30 degree angle.
Installation and Set-Up

Area must be dry and free of debris (ie: sticks, stones, broken glass, etc.)

Position on a flat area approximately 22’ x 22’
Unroll - you will be unrolling from the back to the front.

Insert both pedestals BEFORE inflating.

Close vents on both sides of unit (zipper plus velcro!)

Insert blower in either tube, it doesn’t make any difference. Use the tube that is closer to the power source, maximum of 50 feet. Tie off the other tube securely.

Turn on blower and leave running for period of use.
Proper Deflation and Return of Joust

1. Clear area
2. Take out stakes
3. Turn off blower and remove from tube
4. Open other tube for DEFLATING only
5. Open zippers on side vents

Fold into quarters

ROLL FROM FRONT TO BACK (helps air escape through tubes as you roll it up)
Inflatable Joust
A fun sport for Middle school age children to adults.

**Instructions for Operator:**

1. Confirm that participant meets minimum HEIGHT and STRENGTH requirements. (Competitors must be 48” tall and be able to lift & hold joust stick.) Competitors should be close to equal size - ie: do not mix small children & adults.

2. Operator is responsible to make sure that the helmet is securely fit on participant. Shoes & Glasses must be removed by all participants!

3. Participants enter the Joust, step up on pedestal & balance with padded joust stick.

4. Operator must instruct competitors that **NO HITS MAY BE MADE ABOVE THE SHOULDER AREA**! – Watch below the belt hits also.

5. READY, SET, GO!

6. Any misconduct, remove participants.

7. Competition is over once a participant is knocked down. (If no line, they may try again.)

**Operators – General Rules:**

1. Only 1 participant on each pedestal at one time.

2. Operator: Stand at entrance/exit. Do not sit on side of inflatable when operating.

3. Do not operate in rain or high winds (15 mph or higher).
Have a fun and safe event

----------------------------------------------------------

PATRON RESPONSIBILITY

There are risks in the participation in or on any amusement ride, device or attraction.

Patrons of an amusement ride, device or attraction – by participation – accept the risks which are posted.

Patrons have a duty to exercise good judgement and act in a responsible manner while using the amusement attraction and to obey all oral or written warnings, prior to and during participation.

Patrons have a duty to not participate on any amusement device or attraction while under the influence of drugs or alcohol or due to health conditions.

Patrons have a duty to properly use all safety equipment provided.

____________________________________________

DO NOT ENTER ANY AMUSEMENT DEVICE IF OPERATOR IS NOT PRESENT.